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Eagles ‘get creative’ to put away Bears
Victor Gamboa, Jared West among stand-out players in Oct. 18 game
By Samuel Deal
sports editor

-26

The
Eagles’
football
coaches had a few tricks up
their sleeves to go along with
another stout defensive performance, holding off the
Northern Colorado University Bears, 26-18.
“We had to get creative
on how we were going to
score,” said head coach Beau
Baldwin.
Leading by only 10 in the
third quarter, Eastern lined
up for a field goal, but holder Conner Richardson pulled
away at the last second, duping the Bear defense and
connecting with Terry Jackson for a 15-yard score.
“We saw something
where they were bringing
edge pressure. I thought it
was a good time in the game
because we were up 10. The
difference between 10 and
13 is not huge. The difference between 10 and 17 is a
lot bigger. I also try to look at
the situation to see if it was
a good time. We thought it
was there, and we thought
it was the right time to do
it,” said Baldwin.
The Eagles were not
done, opening the fourth
quarter on second down and
goal from the 5-yard line,
the coaching staff dialed
up a Statue of Liberty play
where quarterback Jordan
West faked a pass and gave
a behind-the-back hand off
to the team’s leading rusher
Jalen Moore, who reached
the 1-yard line.
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It has been less than a
year since Eastern finished
the Patterson Hall renovation project, and Eastern is
already setting its sights on
starting something big by
proposing a plan to build
two new science buildings.
“Eastern’s top priority
capital request is for design
and build funds supporting the proposed Science I
Building to house the departments of physics, chemistry and biochemistry,” according to the EWU capital
plan and budget request.
EWU is also requesting
funds for a second science
building to “house the biology department,” according
to the same request.
Nigel Davies, instructional technician and lecturer for the the geology
department at Eastern, said,
“There’s certain things that
are a little bit unreliable in
the [current science building] in terms of air circulation and certain components
of our labs that I feel, they’re
safe, I’m just nervous if
something breaks.”

University
address by
Cullinan sets
college goals
By Nathan Peters
managing editor
University President Mary
Cullinan, Ph.D., gave her first
State of the University address
on Oct. 3. Her speech to colleagues gave updates on the
university’s progress on goal
completion over the past year
and outlined future initiatives
Eastern strive for in the coming
year.
Some of the future initiatives given in the speech included the most up-to-date in
student advising, mentorship
programs connecting new students with staff and faculty
advisers, incorporating civic
engagement in courses and a
scholarship fundraising campaign for EWU students.
“Some of those [initiatives],
as we described, are pretty ambitious,” said Amy Johnson,
Ed.D.,
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EWU Trustees
board member
elected as
chairperson
Photo by Anna Mills
Quarterback Jordan West sets up for a pass in the football game on Oct. 18.

Proposed science building to create opportunities for students
By Alex Miller
staff writer
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Structurally,
however,
the building is fairly safe.
“From an earthquake standpoint, yeah, I feel very safe,”
said Dawes.
Science students at Eastern will have more learning
opportunities with the completion of the science buildings. “It allows us space to
offer more classes,” according to Judd A. Case, dean
for the College of Science,
Health and Engineering at
Eastern. “The benefits to
students come with better
study space, ones that are
quieter,” said Case.
The new buildings are
set to be located across from
the communications building, which will require the
demolition of the Robert
Reid Lab.
“For the construction of
the science buildings, [Robert Reid Lab] would go
away. The building itself
would be knocked down,”
said Case.
Though the current plans
are for Eastern to build two
new science buildings, Case
acknowledged the project
could grow in the coming
years.

SCIENCE-PAGE 3

INSIDE:
Upcoming Events:
Oct. 24: Community Spirit
Splash Contest begins at 8 a.m. on
Campus and Cheney Community
Spaces.
Oct. 27: Eagle Spirit Week Kick
Off Event at noon at the Campus
Mall. Tile Decorating Team Challenge at 1 p.m. in PUB 204-20. Mr.
and Ms. Eastern Pageant at 6 p.m. in
Showalter Auditorium.

Graphic by Lauren Campbell

By Aaron Bocook
staff writer
EWU’s Board of Trustees
elected board member Jo Ann
Kauffman as the new chairperson, replacing Paul Tanaka
“I was elated,” said Kauffman. “The September board
meeting was chaired by Paul
Tanaka, who served the last
two years as chair, and that
was his final meeting [as
chair]. When he dropped
the gavel and stepped aside,
I became chair.”
According to Eastern’s
website, the board of trustees serves as “the University’s governing body appointed by the governor
with broad responsibilities to
supervise, coordinate, manage
and regulate Eastern Washington University as provided by state statute.”
The board, according
to the website, consists of
seven appointed trustees
serving six-year terms, and
one student trustee with a
one-year term.
The chairperson, Kauffman said, makes sure operations go smoothly.
The chair and vice chair,
according to Kauffman, are
nominated and elected by the
board and serve a one-year
term, but each chair may serve
more than one term.
Kauffman said the chair
serves as the point of contact
for the board of trustees and
the university president.
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Oct. 28: Community Spirit
Splash Contest Judging at 1 p.m.
“Rake A Difference” Community Caring Team Challenge at 3
p.m. at Various locations around
Cheney. Dining Services Monster
Bash (Progressive Dinner) from
4:30 - 7:30 p.m. at Various Campus
Dining Halls.
Oct. 28: “Creating Healthier
Communities Together,” a free
presentation by Dan Buettner,
author of “The Blue Zones,” 6-8

p.m. Spokane Convention
Center, free
admission.
There will be a pre-event
at noon in Spokane, South
Campus Facility, with a
panel discussion.

Eagle Life:
Homecoming
preview of the
events happening on
campus.

Oct. 28: Luncheon and
concert with “Creating
Healthier
Communities
Together” event.

Pages 4 to 5
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@EasternerNews - Follow us on Twitter to find out more about a possible CHAS clinic coming to Cheney.

Prospective clinic planned for Cheney
By Katie Dunn
staff writer

represents CHAS
locations in the area

The Cheney City Council approved resolution E-251 on
Sept. 23 to support the plans of Community Health Association of Spokane (CHAS) to build a health center in
town, The Cheney Free Press reported.
“That’s as far as we’ve gotten,” said Kelly Halverson,
CHAS’s communications manager.
According to Halverson, no official location or opening
date has been decided because CHAS is still waiting on
approval for the new clinic from their own board members. More information will be available in November.
CHAS is a federally-qualified, nonprofit health center
that offers medical, dental, pharmaceutical and behavioral
health services, according to the CHAS website.
The CHAS website show 10 centers in the Inland
Northwest, five are in Spokane.
Carol Gahl, EWU’s student health coordinator and
Cheney Rockwood health clinic provider, said she did not
believe CHAS would take away Rockwood’s business.
“CHAS charges a fee for your visit, so it’s based on
your income,” said Gahl. “... Most students don’t have
very much income, but usually there is still some sort of
fee you have to pay, especially if they have to do any laboratory or X-ray services.”
According to Student Financial Services, full-time
students are charged $87.94 each quarter as part of Eastern’s Comprehensive Health and Wellness program.
The money is divided between Rockwood and Eastern
campus services.
Gahl said full-time students pay Rockwood approximately $43 each quarter for the comprehensive insurance plan which covers the majority of basic lab tests
and X-rays.
“CHAS [has] a special niche for patients and I think
that would be good for the community, especially for lower-income people,” said Gahl.

There are six CHAS
Clinics in Spokane and
Spokane Valley.

Spokane
Valley

?

Cheney

Graphic by Tanner Streicher

SAAC holds toiletry drive
Proceeds are
donated to local
homeless shelters

Partial solar eclipse
possible, yet be cautious
By Jessica Miklas
copy editor

By Aaron Bocook
staff writer
At their Big Sky Conference meeting July 21 to
23, members of Eastern’s
Student Athlete Advisory
Committee, or (SAAC),
came back to campus with a
mission: to gather toiletries.
“We decided in our
committee that a toiletry
drive would be a great
idea, especially for athletes,” said Melissa Williams, a senior on EWU’s
women’s basketball team
and Eastern’s SAAC president. “As athletes, when we
go on the road, we can get
all those hotel toiletries and
bring them back with us.
So, it’s an easy way for us to
donate something and easy
for us to participate [in].”
Williams said SAAC is
a national organization and
is required for all NCAA
schools, not just the Big Sky
Conference.
According to the NCAA
website, SAAC gives the
opportunity for student athletes to have a voice in the
NCAA at the campus, conference and national levels.
Williams said committee
sizes vary from school-toschool, but the goal at Eastern is to have two representatives from each sports
team on campus.
Hayley Hodges, an EWU
graduate student and teammate of Williams, said the
women’s basketball team is
fairly big and needed more
representation so she took
the initiative to join SAAC.
“I kind of just voted
myself in,” said Hodges. “I
talked to my coach, and I
talked to [Williams], and we
didn’t have another representative for women’s basketball, and I thought we
needed one.”
When Williams and
Hodges returned from Sacramento, they announced
to the other EWU teams’
SAAC representatives that
this year they would be
in a competition against
other Big Sky schools in a
toiletry drive.
Throughout the year,
Williams said a monthly
average is taken from each
university based on the
number of active student-

CHAS Clinic
in Cheney?

A partial solar eclipse will be visible, weather permitting, in the Cheney
area starting at 1:44 p.m on Thursday,
Oct. 23.
The eclipse will be at maximum visibility at 3:08 p.m., with the moon covering 54 percent of the sun. The eclipse
ends at 4:25 p.m., according to timeanddate.com.
When observing a solar eclipse, one
must never view the sun directly, not
even if wearing sunglasses; the rays
produced can cause serious eye damage. Proper viewing filters are necessary, but are an expensive option.
The easiest way to observe the
eclipse is by turning your back to the
sun and looking at the shadows made
by the eclipse underneath a tree or by
making a loose fist to view the peculiar
shadow.
Instructions to craft a solar eclipse
pinhole-viewing machine, another viable option, can be easily accessed
online. Remember to protect your eyeballs and do not miss out on this rare
astronomical event.
Graphic by Jasmine Ari Kemp

athletes and the tally of
toiletry items collected. The
team that comes out on top
by the end of the 2014-2015
school year takes home the
SAAC Cup. At the end of
each month, the items gathered will be donated to local homeless shelters.
The toiletry drive began
Sept. 15, just over a week
before classes started at
EWU this fall.
Hodges said EWU started about two weeks later
than most Big Sky Conference schools due to being on the quarter system
rather than the semester
system. Quarter schools get
to go two weeks longer at
the end of the year for starting late.
Williams and Hodges
said the drive is a friendly
competition that has more
to do with logging volunteer hours for each school’s
SAAC program than actually winning.
Williams said there has
been a lot of support from
the school. Assistant Athletic Director Joel Vickery
spread the word throughout EWU administration
and asked coaches to tell
their teams, families and
friends to get involved.

She also said the bookstore
will be soliciting a “roundup.” Students will be asked
if they would like to round
up their purchase total to
the next dollar amount to
be used for purchasing toiletries by SAAC members.
Hodges said SAAC is in
the process of making a video for the drive, which will
be shown on video boards
at all EWU sporting events.
Aside from unused
complimentary toiletries
furnished by hotels, Williams said once the women’s basketball team starts
traveling, they plan to call
ahead to the hotels where
they will be staying, asking
if they would like to donate
to the drive.
“We’re a little behind because the other schools that
have semesters got kind of a
jump on us,” said Williams.
“We would love more student participation.”
Hodges said there is
a drop box in the student
athletic office located upstairs in the P.E. Classroom Building. Items that
are being collected include
unopened shampoo and
conditioner, soap, unused
shower caps, razors and, of
course, toilet paper.

THIS COULD
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BUSINESS...
email us at advertising@ewu.edu
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@EasternerNews - Follow us on Twitter for more news on the political elections in Spokane.

State budget a hot topic for Washington
By Jasmine Ari Kemp
news editor
Just as ballots are being mailed
to Washington state residents, the
candidates for each political race
in the region are pitching their
ideas to the public.
EWU and WSU teamed up
to host the Candidates’ Forum
for Washington State Legislative
Districts 3 and 6 on Oct. 15 at the
Riverpoint Campus. Candidates
answered questions submitted by
students from both universities,
each candidate having two minutes to speak.
Attending the forum were Michael Baumgartner, R, and Rich
Cowan, D, running for state senator; Marcus Riccelli, D, running for
district 3 representative position 1;
Kevin Parker, R, and Donald Dover, D, running for district 6 representative position 1; and Ziggy
Siegfried, D, running for district 6
representative, position 2.
The moderator, chair of EWU’s
school of social work Martha
Raske, said this was not a debate,
but a forum in which candidates
could discuss their ideas about
each question.
Students asked most about
budget issues.
It was a common agreement
amongst the candidates, most notably from Dover and Baumgartner, that yes, the politicians in
Olympia need to cut some larger
programs, but only if they are
unnecessary. However, balancing the state budget should be
micromanaged; instead of focusing on slashing large programs,
cutting one or two receptionists’
jobs here and there throughout
the state will save money. That
money saved will accumulate
and then be used for other, more
needed programs.

Photo by Jasmine Ari Kemp
Rich Cowan makes an opening statement at the Candidates’ Forum on Oct. 15 at the Riverpoint campus.

“There are way too many
people hanging out in Showalter Hall,” said Dover, giving
an example how not all jobs in
EWU’s administration building
are necessary to make the university function.
The candidates also agreed
that the tuition freeze needed to
stay in place, but the panel had

differing views about a proposed
minimum wage increase.
Parker, who owns local Dutch
Bros. coffee stands, said he was
against the proposed $15 minimum wage. Increasing the minimum wage would take jobs away
from the people who need them:
Teenagers looking for work.
Riccelli said he worked at Se-

ñior Froggy while attending high
school and college. Unlike Parker,
he acknowledged that teens are
not the only demographic holding
low-level jobs.
“There are single moms with
children that live on these wages,”
said Riccelli.
Cowan said the minimum wage
should be discussed on a local level,

as not all cities in Washington are
similar to Seattle. What may work
in Seattle may not work in Spokane.
The next debate in Spokane includes incumbent Cathy McMorris Rodgers, R, and challenger Joe
Pakootas, D, both running for the
United States House of Representatives. The debate airs on KSPS at
7:00 p.m. on Oct. 23.

TRUSTEES:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Photo by Tanner Streicher
Eastern Washington University’s current science building lacks proper water filtration and has electrical issues.

SCIENCE:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
“There’s a potential of a third
building, too. Potentially we’re
looking at another engineering
program,” said Case. “But that’s
still [farther] down the road.”
The project is being proposed soon and if approved,
Eastern will begin the process
of designing the new buildings, said Case. “What’s being
asked for in this coming legislative session is not only design
money, but the beginning of
the construction money, so we

would take part of the year to
do the design process. Drawing up the blueprints, where we
want everything in the building
from the light switches to major
pieces of equipment.”
Early construction could be
starting soon, according to Case.
“There are things that can
be done, such as getting rid
of Robert Reid School, starting things for the foundation,”
said Case. “We would hope
that, depending on whenever
monies get released by the
state, that both the design and
some aspects of the construc-

tion could conceivably start
next summer.”
Due to a budget crisis, the
project was nearly shelved
“about six years ago,” said
Case. “[The legislature] didn’t
know when they would be
able to fund the building,” so
the design process was put
on hold.
Though the project had to
go over a financial hump in
the beginning, it is in a much
better standing now. The costs
will not raise students’ tuition;
“It is going to be a state funded
building, it doesn’t have anything to do with student

tuition at all,” said Case.
As for the current science
building, “It’s not planning to
go away, it’s going to be repurposed and remodeled,” said
Case. “It’s perfectly good for
other kinds of departments to
come in that are in small, older
buildings, and would be able to
move into the facility,” he said.
Case said the new science
buildings will have a lot to offer.
“I think it’s going to be of
tremendous benefit for students to have these kinds of facilities … We’re really hoping
that the legislature sees eye to
eye with us on this one, and it’ll

She said even though all of the decisions and actions of the board are done as a
group, it is the job of the chair to represent,
interpret and carry out the decisions made.
“The most important thing really is
to facilitate dialogue and exchange,”
said Kauffman. “And to hear all of the
voices on the board of trustees, and to
run meetings so that there is ample time
for questions, answers and quality decision making.”
Outgoing chair Paul Tanaka said Kauffman has a lot of experience on the board
and he has no doubts in her ability to lead.
Tanaka said he enjoyed his time as
chair and is especially proud of the board
for completing the search for the new university president and for “weathering the
budget deficits of the past several years.”
Serving on the board is “an opportunity to
work with some of the best and the brightest in higher education, all with a commitment to the ideals of EWU,” he said.
Though Tanaka said he had no advice to offer Kauffman on how to lead the
board, Kaufman said she plans to lead
with some of his quirks.
“One of the things that [Tanaka] did
that was interesting was that he always
came to campus a day early, ahead of
the meetings, and he would go around
and visit with key leadership on campus, just to create a bridge of communication between the board and leaders
on campus,” said Kauffman. “I thought
that was admirable, and I hope I can
continue that.”
The next board of trustees meeting is
scheduled for Nov. 21.
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HOMECOMING CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Friday, Oct. 24: Kick off Eastern’s
homecoming 2014 with the community
Spirit Splash. According to the Eastern
24/7 website, last year the Spirit Splash
involved competitors from the university
departments, residence halls, sorority
and fraternity chapter houses and
Cheney businesses who decorate their
lobby, storefront or doorway with EWU
school spirit. Winners receive the Spirit
Splash cup to display in their home or
office until next year.

Monday, Oct. 27: Join the Eastern
community at the campus mall at
noon for the Eagle Spirit Week Kick
Off Event, shortly followed by the Tile
Decorating Team Challenge. Bring
some canned food with you on your
way to the EWU Bookstore sale for their
canned food drive.
At 6 p.m., head over to Showalter
Auditorium for the Mr. and Ms. Eastern
Pageant.

Tuesday, Oct. 28: Get involved with
the Cheney community at the “Rake
a Difference” Community Caring
Team Challenge at 3 p.m. Go online to
www.ewu.edu/homecoming for the
Eagle Spirit Week entry form and to find
a location in need of raking.
From 4:30-7:30 p.m., go to any of the
campus dining halls to get a scary deal
on the Dining Services Monster Bash
Progressive Dinner.

Wednesday, Oct. 29: Join your Eagles in
a Scavenger Hunt of the Eastern Campus at
4 p.m. and then head over to Showalter 109
for a Halloween-themed movie.
For Team Challenges, Homecoming
Parade and Community Spirit Splash
event forms go to https://orgsync.
com/71129/forms/118845
For Mr. and Ms. Eastern Pageant
forms go to https://orgsync.com/71129/
forms/115173

Yik Yak app gaining popularity at Eastern
By Ayanna Fernandez
staff writer
Like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and other common social networks, Yik Yak is becoming a way for students to converse with each
other at Eastern.
Yik Yak is a mobile application that is available to both apple and androids phone users.
Freshman Kendall Calvert said the social
network is similar to Twitter and uses the social network herself.
“Yik Yak is basically an anonymous Twitter,” said Calvert. “People just post whatever
they want to on there.”
The social network shows a timeline of Yaks
that have been posted by other users within the
vicinity of the user’s geographic area. Yaks are
posted anonymously and can be “upvoted” or
“downvoted” by other users.
Yik Yak does show the general radius of a
user after they post, but does not show the exact location. This function can be disabled if a
user does not want their location known.
At Eastern, Yik Yak seems to be very
popular among the lower classmen, particularly the freshmen.
“It’s a way to talk to everyone on campus,” said Calvet.
Sophomore Desean Dean said he is well-

aware that a lot of freshmen use the social network, and he knows why.
“It’s their way of communicating with each
other,” said Dean. “Like, ‘Where’s the party
at?’ That’s what I have noticed.”
Like any other social networking site, Yik
Yak has its pros and cons.
Freshman Brandi Griffin said the most common downfall of the social networking site is
the obvious: Not knowing who a user is conversing with.
In Griffin’s opinion, sometimes the things
people post go too far and she is not the only
one who feels that way.
Dean has seen some racist comments posted
and Calvert has seen inappropriate comments
posted about other peoples’ personal lives.
However, the network has its pros too, one
being its pranking ability and constant humor.
“It’s funny because people just post the
most ridiculous things on there,” said Calvert.
“Like confessions or things they do. Like they
hit on random people they don’t know. People
post lies on it like, ‘Room blah is having a party,’ and people randomly show up there.”
Dean said if there is one thing he takes
away from Yik Yak, it is laughter.
“There is just some funny stuff on there,”
said Dean. “That’s all I get from it.”

Eastern Yik Yak

Graphic by Tanner Streicher

Oktoberfest raises funds for library materials
Eastern Libraries’ annual event promotes student talents, awareness and fundraising efforts
Latah Creek Winery, Walla
Walla Vintners, River City
Brewing and No-Li Brewhouse.
The JFK Library will
“We get everything dohost its 12th annual Okto- nated,” said King. “The
berfest, which is a fundrais- wineries and breweries are
er dinner and festival for all doing this for free … the
the EWU Library Collec- caterers have to abide by a
tion Endowment Fund. The very strict per-person cost,
event is on Oct. 25, from so we always get a great
5-10:30 p.m.
deal from the caterers.”
“It’s the main fund the
“We keep the cost low
library uses,” said Carol for the students,” said King.
King, director of library enOktoberfest will also
gagement and external rela- include a Big Buckle Bucktions, and event
Off, a mechanicoordinator of
cal bull contest
this year’s Okin which contoberfest. “All
testants comof the proceeds
pete to win
“It’s not just
from our annuhalf the $250
for westernal fundraiser
per-person enstyle people.
go to the EWU
trance fee pot.
Library Collec- It’s going to be Non-competition
Endowtors who simment
Fund for anyone who ply wish to ride
to
purchase wants to have a the bull may do
books,
jourso for $20.
good time.”
nals, electronic
New
this
resources and
year
is
the
inDONAYE SMITH
other critical
volvement of
RODEO TEAM CAPTAIN
materials.”
Eastern’s rodeo
The theme
team, thirteen
of Oktoberfest
members will
2014 is “EWU
participate in
Stampede.” It will include the night’s revelries in full
a sit-down meal provided competative dress.
by Toby’s BBQ, feature
“It’s a great opportumusic by Panhandle Cow- nity for us to promote our
boys and entertainment team, so we will be featured
by the winner of the EWU all over the place,” said
Library’s Star Search, a tal- Donaye Smith, rodeo team
ent contest sponsored by captain.
TicketsWest. Beer and wine
Oktoberfest “is going
tasting will be provided by to be a great place to figure

By Jaclyn Archer
eagle life editor

Graphic contributed by EWU Libraries

out who we are. Not a lot of
people know what all goes
through to have a rodeo
team … so this is definitely
going to be an opportunity
for those people to learn
more about the team, what
we’re all about and also
learn [about] the lifestyle
that we live.”
And of course, there is
the annual auction.
According to King and
Smith, the rodeo team will
split the profits on auction
items donated by and for the
team. Those funds will then
go toward helping the rodeo
team defray the cost of competition entry fees, travel and
general team maintenance.
Smith said a large portion
of the money will also go towards an Eastern Washington

University rodeo this spring.
“It’s kind of a big deal
because Eastern’s never
done anything like that
before. It’ll be nationally
recognized. Having a national rodeo is going to be
really beneficial ... it’s going to put us on the map.”
Nearly 50 diverse auction items are available to
view online on the Oktoberfest website including
a night at the Davenport
Hotel, 72-hour sports gear
rentals and dinner with
President Cullinan and
her husband.
According to King,
the fundraiser usually
brings in between 300 to
350 attendees and raises
around $40,000 to $50,000.
“I think it’s the most

successful event at Eastern,” said King.
This year she hopes
to increase both of these
numbers to aid the ultimate
goal of bringing the library’s
endowment to $1 million.
“We want to get [the
endowment fund] to a
point where we can really
utilize the interest from
it,” said King.
King said the funds
raised from Oktoberfest
are returned to the students through the purchase of “books, journals,
electronic resources and
other critical materials.”
“This year, part of the
earning will go to purchase Spanish-language
books at the Guadalajara
Book Fair,” said King.

“These books truly benefit
Spanish majors and double majors with Chicano
Studies. For their thesis,
the students read a Spanish book and then research
the themes in the book. But
this is just one small purchase from the fund.”
“This fundraiser is basically for the students,
period,” said King, “And
they’ll have a great time.”
Besides having a great
time, King emphasized
some practical attendance
benefits for students.
“It’s a great opportunity for [students] to network and maybe touch
base with professors and
administrators on a level
they don’t usually … We
never turn away any students. If a student comes
to us and says, ‘I really
want to come to this event
…’ we make sure that they
get in,” King said.
King encouraged students to come dressed up
in western-style clothing
or whatever Halloween
costumes they happen to
have on hand.
“It’s not just for western-style people. It’s going to be for anyone who
wants to have a good
time,” said Smith.
Tickets for Oktoberfest
are $35 for adults and $15
for EWU students. They
may be purchased online
atewu.edu/oktoberfest/ or
purchase tickets at the door.
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Thursday, Oct. 30: Give back to the Cheney community at the
EWU Community Canned Food Drive by the PUB steps from
1-3 p.m. - Warm up to the Cheney community at the Community
Bonfire, Pep Rally and Bed Races at 7 p.m. in downtown Cheney.
This Eastern tradition has been going on for years, don’t miss
the chance to compete with your friends. Go to www ewu.edu/
homecoming for the bed race entry form.
Friday, Oct. 31: Have some not-so-harmless fun with your
friends at the Halloween Paintball Event from 3-6 p.m. at the
Intramural Fields. Or, sweeten things up a bit at the Harvest
Festival Campus Trick or Treat Children’s Event from 3:304:30 p.m. - Prove once and for all that your costume surpasses everyone, or come laugh at some ridiculous costumes
at the Harvest Carnival/Costume Contest from 4 p.m. until 6

Saturday, Nov. 1: Come to the second annual 5k Road
Race in downtown Cheney at 9 a.m. to warm up your cheering voice for the Homecoming Parade at 11 a.m.
Then call your family for the pre-game Family Carnival
from 11:30 a.m.-1:30 p.m. Or, come to the Greek Alumni
Meet and Greet Tabling Event and get to know your Greek
Community alumni.
Break out as much EWU gear as you can carry and
come up to parking lot 12 for the Red Zone Tailgate
party. Meet new Eagle fans, hang out with friends and
get ready to support your Eags from noon to 1:30 p.m.
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Grab a cup of hot chocolate and come cheer on your
fellow Eagles as the EWU football team takes on North
Dakota in the Inferno. Bring all your noise makers,
including your noisiest friends, and help cheer Eastern
to victory.
Just in case you didn’t get all your energy out during
the game come to EWU’s Mini Dance Marathon (Philanthropy Dance for Children’s Miracle Network) from 9
p.m. to midnight in the URC.
Sunday, Nov. 2: Invite your family to EWU for an
event just for them. Eagle Spirit Week Parent and Family
Brunch from 10-11:30 a.m. in Tawanka 215. Go online to
www.ewu.edu/homecoming to RSVP.

‘Shadow of Mordor’ praised for visuals and sound
By Chris Mudd
staff writer
“Middle-Earth: Shadow of
Mordor” was off my radar up
until the moment of release
when reviews
starting pouring in praising it.
You play
the role of Talion — a ranger in the army
of
Gondor
— after he is
Chris Mudd
ritualistically
murdered by Sauron’s army.
Talion is brought back to life by
a spirit that gives him abilities
akin to the ringwraiths from the
“Lord of the Rings” films. The
gameplay reasoning for giving
you such a powerful character
is that it’s fun, but I can’t help
but cringe at the inclusion of

Promotional image for “Middle-Earth: Shadow of Mordor.”

such a one-dimensional character. You can only have so many
‘out-for-revenge’ heroes before
their stories start to feel formulaic.
“Shadow of Mordor” takes
some liberties with the Tolkienverse, but does it in a way that

doesn’t feel dishonest. It feels
like a homage more than anything else, yet as an avid fan of
the universe Tolkien created I
can’t help but scoff from time to
time. Nonetheless, the changes
they made seem vital to making
the game entertaining.

While the campaign of
the game is pretty simple and
straight-forward, it was fun
while it lasted. The real fun
comes in the form of side missions and destroying the entire
hierarchy of Sauron’s army.
The controls are responsive and visceral, every impact has weight which feels really good. They took what the
Arkham games did for combat
and moved it a step forward.
Countering an attack doesn’t
feel clunky; Talion strikes down
bad guys with little effort, but
therein lies the problem.
At a certain point I discovered I wasn’t actually learning
how to be a better player. The
excellent responsiveness resulted in being able to button-mash;
I came out on top nearly every
time I went into combat. Sure,
when you get an army on top of
you even pounding every but-

Diverse student population grows at Eastern
By Rebekah Frank
staff writers
As Eastern enters another
school year, the population of diverse students has grown almost 10
percent, according to EWU’s Full
Time Enrolled Students Headcount
by Ethnic Diversity Day 10 Census.
According to the census, the
gender diversity for fall quarter
2014 is split nearly in half. Of the
13,453 students counted, 44 percent of them are males and 56 percent are females.
The EWU website states that,
during the 2013-2014 school year,
nearly 1 in 3 freshmen were members of a minority group. This
makes Eastern one of the most diverse college campuses in the Pacific Northwest.
Eastern’s diverse student numbers have grown in the 2014-2015
school year, according to EWU
associate vice president for Enrollment Management Neil
Woolf, Ed.D.
“We’ve had a year-to-year
grow in diversity,” said Woolf.
Eastern’s census of full-time
students for fall quarter 2014
shows that almost half of students enrolled are part of minority ethnic groups. The census
shows that 64.42 percent out of
13,453 students are white while
the remaining 35.58 percent are

members of other ethnic groups.
The number of ethnically
diverse students has risen since
last year, according to the EWU
website. During the 2013-2014
school year, student diversity
was only 27 percent.
Eastern’s census showed out
of the students enrolled for fall
quarter 2014, 13.17 percent are
Hispanic/Latino, 1.24 percent
are American Indian or Alaska
Native, 2.94 percent are Asian,
3.21 percent are Black or African-American, 0.28 percent
are Hawaiian or Other Pacific
Islander and 4.49 percent are
two or more races.
“As we grow and diversify, it’s
just a great energy and it's good for
the institution,” said Woolf.
Sophomore Myranda Curtis
said she thought Eastern would
be a better fit for her.
“My other school wasn’t
really a student-helping sort
of school, and I think Eastern’s
faculty is more willing to help
me finish and get a career afterwards,” said Curtis.
Woolf said he is excited for students to experience the opportunities that Eastern has to offer them.
“To be able to know that
we’re giving both a good education and student life experience and then to see new
people come to want that, it’s
pretty exciting,” said Woolf.

Classified
We are hiring responsible, motivated
and computer literate individuals to
evaluate customer service and store
standards. Computer and internet access is a must. Enjoy this unique and
interesting position for a Fortune Lifetime. Part time working 5 hours daily.
Earn $400/Weekly. All the applicants
should send their resumes to
(needajob1911@hotmail.com).

Amy Nering

Ethnic Diversity Breakdown

American Indian/
Alaskan Native

Asian

Black/
African American

Hawaiian/
Pacific Islander

Mixed
Race
White

44%males

56% females

Each person
represents 1 percent.
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• We Welcome Families & Children
of all Ages
• Full Service Quality Dentistry
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• Prompt Emergency Care
• Botox Treatments
For your comfort, we offer pillows, blankets, iPods with headphones,
sunglasses and beverage bar. Nitrous Oxide Available.
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Andrew F. Martinssen, DDS
317 1st St
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Download free app for LOYALBLOCKS
and get first month for $20

Homecoming
expands
campus spirit
By Eric Long
chief copy editor

Hispanic/
Latino

owner/masterstylist

Twisted

ton repeatedly won’t save you,
but for most fights tapping two
buttons will get you the win.
Graphically the game looks
beautiful, especially on the
higher graphical settings. The
“Lord of the Rings” universe
is exceptionally vivid and it’s
fun to play around in such a detailed world.
On top of the graphics, the
sound of the game helps bring
the world to life. Nothing felt
out of place and every moment
felt immersive. Hours fell away
as I played the game without
taking notice, and that’s not a
particularly easy thing to do.
“Middle-Earth: Shadow of
Mordor” is a valiant attempt to
put you in the world of “Lord
of the Rings.” While it has some
pitfalls, overall the game is well
above my prior expectations.
Check it out.

Comprehensive dentistry with a gentle and artistic touch

625 B Street Cheney, WA • 509-235-6137
info@cheneydental.com • martinssendds.com
Like us on

Andrew F. Martinssen, DDS
3x5 Display,
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SAIL, Eastern’s Alumni Association and STCU teamed up again this
year to bring Eagle Spirit Week to the
EWU student body and community.
This is a week full of events designed
to promote a sense of home and Eastern spirit throughout the campus.
The theme this year is “Paint the
Town Red.” The week will kick off
on Oct. 24 with the Community Spirit
Splash Contest and will end with the
Eagle Spirit Week Parent and Family
Closing Brunch on Nov. 2.
This year’s spirit week, like last
year’s, is combined with Parent and
Family Weekend.
Lisa Poplawski, director of Alumni Advancement, said in an email
that this was done “in order to create
a bigger, better and more inclusive
week-long celebration bringing together current and prospective students, parents and family, alumni
and the community.”
She said the long-term goal of the
merging of Spirit Week and Parent
and Family Weekend is to attract a
bigger audience to campus during
the traditional week of homecoming.
As for the official name of the
week, whether it is “Homecoming” or “Spirit Week,” Stacey Reece, director of SAIL, said, “It’s
all of the above.”
Manager for New Student Transitions and Parent Programs Victor
Rodríguez, said he wants students to
learn what it means to be a student at
Eastern and an Eagle. Both Reece and
Rodríguez want students to know
that Eastern is their home.
According to Reece, planning for
the week starts November of the previous year and continues in March.
She said it takes a whole community
to plan the week; students, custodial
workers and other members of the
campus community help out as well.
Of events being offered, three
have been traditions since the 1940s,
according to Reece. These events include the Mr. and Ms. Eastern Pageant, the bed races and the parade.
Reece and Rodríguez said every event is important and that each
event is strategically planned to boost
the feeling of pride for EWU.
“There is no other entire week at
a university to share with each other
an immense sense of love and appreciation for ‘our University,’” said
Poplawski.
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Aries

Now is the time to embrace your off-the-wall creative energy, fire-breather; your fresh ideas can cause a much-needed change in the atmosphere. You will find an increase in
energy — spend it wisely without flying off the handle.
Relationships with others, whether a boss or significant
other, may intensify. Embrace this new-found passion for
life by taking time off to have fun and lighten the mood of
those around you.

Taurus

Expect positive changes in your personal life in the
next weeks, dear earth child; you’re finally being liberated
from some downer situations you have been facing. The
dark cloud that’s being hanging overhead is finally dissolving. All your hard work and perseverance has finally
paid off. Spread your positive energy by bringing out that
beautiful smile more often.

Gemini

Your confidence is increasing when it comes to work,
health, and finances. Exciting and fresh energy is being injected into your social sphere; your time will not be wasted focusing on others, and your sparkly butterfly energy is
inspiring to all. Making new connections and reviving old
ones can present important opportunities for you.

Cancer

A spectacular energy is guiding you now, dear moonchild. Its influence will place your focus on progress
while urging you to push boundaries. Allow this energy
to lift you up so that you can better reach your goals. Use
your new-found confidence and faith in yourself to grasp
new arising opportunities for favorable changes in your
career and financial situations. The power to make important changes is with you now.

UNIVERSITY:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT
associate vice president for
student life and dean of
students. Johnson is on
the president’s cabinet;
she will have a role in
helping communicate and
implement these initiatives
across campus.
Stacey Morgan Foster,
J.D., vice president of student
affairs, said although these
are ambitious goals, “… we’re
all very enthusiastic about the
direction the campus is going.” Morgan Foster is part
of the president’s executive
committee.
The
implementation
process is still in the developmental stage, according
to Morgan Foster. Johnson
said, “[It’s] a little early to say
explicitly what we’ll be doing. … [I] anticipate we’ll all
be members of the teams to
make it happen.”
Morgan Foster said a lot
of people would like to see

advising improve, but the
whole campus needs to make
it a priority for that to happen. She said, “It’s about how
we make the campus experience better for students who
are here and how they can be
more successful.”
Adaptability was a key
theme in the speech. “I hope
people will see the value in
collaboration, in our working
together to keep the university strong and to serve students in the best ways possible,” said Cullinan via email.
Johnson said, “[What] I
appreciated about her State
of the University speech was
the discussion about culture
and working together and
collaboration.”
With culture always
changing, the university must adapt to these
changes and stay a place
that “continues to transform lives for the next
decade,” said Cullinan in
her speech.
“We need to continue

Horoscopes
Leo

Your mood may have felt stuck in the shade lately,
sweet sun spirit. These next weeks will prove to brighten
your disposition as your confidence increases and a sense
of freedom from limiting situations releases you. The outside world may remain the same, but your inner world
will benefit from this necessary change in attitude.

Virgo

Your energy may have been divided this past month,
which could have you feeling disoriented, precious Virgo.
Take time now to refocus on your personal values and
goals. You have been blessed with an abundance of healing energy that proves beneficial to those around you.
This energy may be stunted if you have not spent enough
time attending to your mental and physical health needs.
Spending time to heal yourself will give you a necessary
uplift in attitude as you face the future.

Libra

Your energy may have been divided this past month,
which could have you feeling disoriented, precious Virgo.
Take time now to refocus on your personal values and
goals. You have been blessed with an abundance of healing energy that proves beneficial to those around you.
This energy may be stunted if you have not spent enough
time attending to your mental and physical health needs.
Spending time to heal yourself will give you a necessary
uplift in attitude as you face the future.

Scorpio

You posses an outstanding inner power, dear Scorpio.
Take these next weeks to focus on your personal needs and
complex inner world. Play with the concepts of progress, innovation and invention while planning your next move. Saving
your energy and focusing on yourself will prove beneficial;
once the time for action presents itself, you will be prepared.

All over campus posters are announcing Eagle
Spirit Week and the theme
for homecoming, “Paint
the Town Red.”
“Coming up with a
theme for homecoming is
probably the most frustrating task for a committee,”
said Lisa Poplawski, director of Alumni Advancement. “You don’t want it
to be cheesy, you want it to
have meaning, you want it
to represent who you are
as a university, and you
want people to be able to
decorate to it.”
The committee has representatives from all over
campus including members from Eagle Entertainment, ASEWU, student
health and safety, dining,
the Eagle bookstore, and
Community Engagement.

For this year’s theme the
committee thought “red.”
“It’s kind of up for interpretation,” said Poplawski.
She said students should
define the theme for themselves and how they want to
incorporate it into the Spirit
Splash competitions.
The Spirit Splash is
advertised by Eastern’s
website as a decorating
competition between the
university, residence halls,
and the Cheney community to see who does the best
job representing the theme.
“The initial idea and
the thought behind painting the town red is to go
out there and paint Cheney
with Eastern colors and really get the whole community involved,” said Mikey
Cardenas, chairman of
Eagle Entertainment and
theme committee member.
Cardenas said the
decorations for the Mr.

Sagittarius

Strong energy is with you now to boost your reputation
and career. An increase in creative expression and communication potency can aid in better promoting yourself;
you are your best PR agent. You are able to accomplish
a lot at this time with plenty of energy at your disposal.
Choose where you channel your energy wisely or you will
find yourself burning up in a more complicated situation.

Capricorn

You are no stranger of the climb to success, dear Capricorn. Performance expectations in career and business
matters are starting to increase for you now, but you will
be ready to take on these new challenges. Your sense of
well-being will increase with home and family matters.
Others admire you for your faith in the systems of the
world; keep this in mind and take necessary time off so
that you don’t get burnt out.

Aquarius
Your crystal castle mind is starting to regain focus now.
The sun is shining through the windows of your mind,
shedding light on new learning experiences and improved
relationships. Your mood is lifting and the future appears
brighter. Take advantage of your regained energy and clarity to make necessary improvements to reach your goals.
The revolution begins with you, dear Aquarius.

Pisces

Dear dream-weaver, the fog is starting to clear from your
mind. Revelations and resolutions may occur at this time. Details you might have over-looked are becoming apparent now.
Take some time from dreamland to focus on practical aspects
of your life. Keeping things in order on earth will help maintain the tranquility of your inner world.

striving to meet and exceed our mission and
goals, to reach out to students and help them be
successful,” she said.
Throughout her speech,
Cullinan mentioned the
university is “moving the
needle.” She said, “I believe
this university is poised to become recognized nationally
as well as statewide for the
work we do.”
Johnson said Eastern is
doing “big things” across
Washington state and the
university does not receive
the same attention as some
of the other larger universities in the state. She said,
“We want to change that so
our students and our alumni
and our community [can] be
recognized for their contributions, that’s important.”
To view the State of the
University address in fulltext and video, visit the
Eastern 24/7 News section
at ewu.edu.

Photo by Tanner Streicher
Mary Cullinan at the Passing Through the Pillars event on Sept. 23.

Homecoming paints Eastern red
By Katie Dunn
staff writer

October 22, 2014

and Ms. Eastern Pageant
are just one way Eagle
Entertainment is integrating the theme.
The biggest change
from last year is the incorporation of Eagle Spirit
Week when advertising
homecoming.
“It’s a rebranding effort,” said Poplawski.
Poplawski said labeling homecoming as Eagle
Spirit Week better defines
what the week has to offer for the students, and
makes more sense because
visiting parents and prospective students are not
coming home, they are
participating in family
weekend and spirit events.
“Our community is great
and we do work with them
all the time, so it’s to get everyone involved in Eagle
Spirit Week, and not just the
campus,” said Cardenas.

Classified
Help Us Adopt! We are Richard & Becky, homestudy approved & seeking an infant to adopt into
our hearts. If thinking about adoption, please call
800-338-8273 to learn about us.

OPINION

October 22, 2014
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@EasternerOnline - What intersectional traits represent you? How do they affect you?• Share your thoughts with us.

My oppression, my privilege: Intersectionality and how it intertwines
By Jaclyn Archer
eagle life editor

I don’t have it nearly as bad as some of my friends education has never been a “how” of process; it has always
who were kicked out of their homes, blackmailed with been a “how” of preference.
their tuition funds, banned from groups of friends,
And because I am married to a man, the fact that I am also
What is oppression? According to the Blackwell Dic- preached at, disowned or branded sociopaths for their attracted to women has little to no effect on my life. While
tionary of Sociology, “Social oppression is a concept that religious non-conformity.
we’re at it, I’m also relatively thin and able-bodied.
describes a relationship between groups or categories … of
Finally, I identify with a sexual orientation that many
What is the net result of all this? There is none. Privipeople in which a dominant group
heterosexuals and LGBTQ people claim doesn’t even ex- lege and oppression are not pluses and minuses to be
benefits from the systematic abuse,
ist. I might be kinky, experimenting, confused or perhaps added in a column. My privilege does not negate the opexploitation and injustice directed
even hiding my homosexuality, but bisexual? “That's not pression I experience and the oppression I experience
toward a subordinate group.”
a thing.”
does not negate my privilege.
I suffer from oppression.
What is privilege? According to Sian FerguJust as a white person will never know
“Because I
I am black. I am a woman. I
son’s article “Privilege 101: a Quick and Dirty
what it is to be a person of color in America, I
am bisexual. I am an atheist. VariGuide,” privilege may be defined as “a set of
will never know what it is to be transgender.
am a black
ous systems, including a flawed
unearned benefits given to people who fit into a
So it would be utterly fruitless for a transgenwoman I am
justice system, the patriarchy, inspecific social group.”
der individual and I to argue over who has
more likely to the greater right to outrage.
stitutional heteronormativity and
I benefit from privilege.
Judeo-Christian
philosophical
I am cisgender. I am from the middle-class. I be perceived as
While it's easy to get into “I have it worse”
Archer
dominance, in the United States,
have a family legacy of college education. I did not unprofessional, pissing contests, these myopic arguments do
actively marginalize and repress
earn the benefits that come with this set of circumfor anyone’s cause and only prove, in
promiscuous, nothing
my experience and limit my social freedom, to the benefit stances and yet I enjoy them at the expense of those
the words of Lupita Nyogo, that we have come
or having ‘an to “enjoy the seduction of inadequacy.” We
of others unburdened by these characteristics.
who do not share these characteristics with me.
These various oppressions interact with one another in
As a cis-woman, I have a place of privilege
don’t want anyone honing in on our oppression
attitude.’ˮ
distinct and various ways. As a woman, I am more likely amongst women. My physical sex, gender identerritory because we’ve become too attached to
to be sexually assaulted than a man; however, as a black tity and presentation all conform to my culture's
our identity as victims instead of our duty as
woman I am statistically more likely to be sexually as- expectations of womanhood. No one questions my
survivors and fighters for a better society.
saulted than a white woman.
identity or calls me a “man.” I can use the women’s
This is not to say all oppressions are
Because I am a black woman, I am more likely to be bathroom without the fear of violence. My breasts
equal. They are not, and it is right recognize
Eagle Life Editor
perceived as unprofessional, promiscuous, or having and genitalia are private (in the sense that no one
this, but to fight over whose struggle is more
“an attitude.”
asks me what they look like or if they’re real, not
difficult misses the greater point. Every
Women with my skin color don’t often make it into so much when we consider the social politics surgroup’s oppression is worthy of redress. Or
prime-time. Before you cry “Scandal” remember that rounding women’s health). I am not a punchline or
to quote Dr. King, “Injustice anywhere is a
color bias exists even within the POC, or person of color, seen as predator.
threat to justice everywhere.”
spectrum. I am a darker skinned woman and thus less
The disadvantages dealt to me by my race and gender are
Marginalized individuals should be allies of one anrepresented.
ameliorated to a degree by my socioeconomic and education- other. If you don’t think atheist oppression is your hill to
People with my hair texture have a harder time get- al status. I don’t “sound black,” which is really a racist way die on, you should at least respect that it is a worthy hill,
ting jobs in media and the corporate world,
of saying that my patterns of speech conform to deserving of good soldiers.
although this has been changing over the
those traditionally used by those in power: white,
Just as I shouldn’t allow my oppression to become a
last 10 to 15 years. Shout out to Alec Wek “Privilege may middle-to-upper-class, college-educated people. source of false righteousness or pride, I shouldn’t allow my
and Lupita Nyogo.
be defined as ‘a As soon as I open my mouth, my intelligence is privilege to become a source of guilt. Guilt is only a useful
I have been accused of shoplifting, called an set of unearned affirmed and rarely ever questioned again.
emotion when it relates to wrongs one has actually commitanimal and had my personal space routinely vioI do not know what it is to live in economic in- ted and inspires an improvement in behavior. If my guilt only
benefits given stability. I have been broke, but I have never been inspires defensiveness, avoidance or self-loathing, it will only
lated, for example, by people or groups of people
to people
touching my hair or skin without my consent bepoor. If ever my husband and I go through a truly lead me to be deaf, ignorant and inert.
cause of my race.
As someone who experiences oppression, I do not dewho fit into a lean period, unable to cover our food or rent, we
My atheism partially alienates me from the
have parents and relatives who are willing and sire the guilt of the privileged. It doesn’t give me a perverse
specific social able to lend us money or give us a place to stay sense of satisfaction or a leg-up. Keep your guilt. I want
majority of my original support structures.
group.’ˮ
Since moving from my hometown, I’ve
for a while.
your help. I want you to do adequate research, to ask for
also found more people who see irreligiosity
Being middle-class means I have always had my opinions and experiences and to listen with openness
as normal. However, it can be difficult to find
access to good health care (including dental) and and empathy. I want you to stand by me when I rise up in
community as an atheist. When atheists avoid
nutritious food. And let’s not forget fashionable outrage against the wrongs done to me and those like me. I
religious gatherings, they are seen as isolatclothes and electronic devices like cell phones, want you to give a damn.
ing themselves. When we get together, people
tablets and computers, which make it easier to
And I highly suspect this is what people on the flip-side
Article: “Privilege
question our motives and suggest that without
get jobs and go to school.
of my privilege want from me.
101: a Quick and
Dirty Guide.”
a common belief in a deity, we have no legitiMy family legacy of higher education affords
It is easy to divide into factions, forgetting just how
mate reason to congregate.
me cultural capital, which came in handy when many of us live our lives on both sides of the coin, but we
And when everything about life, from stressit was time to apply for college, choose a major have little to gain by pointing fingers and refusing to acmanagement (“Give it over to god”), to grief
and career path (or three), study abroad, take ad- knowledge the complexity of our various social statuses.
(“God will help you heal”), to personal health (“Prayer and vantage of internships and apply for jobs in the context of aca- If we truly care about ourselves, we should learn to stand
meditation will help you with your depression/weight-loss/ demia. I knew how to do these things because these were nor- with one another as members of intersecting communidiet/etc”), is addressed in terms of theism, it’s easy to feel that mal activities for the people in my family. College has never ties, who all want to build a society based not in privilege
one is living in a world devoid of relevant advice or comfort.
been an “if,” it has always been a “when.” My path in higher or oppression, but personal merit.

Jaclyn
Archer

Sian
Ferguson

letters to the editor

Cost of Campus Living: Petitioning the Housing Board

Dear Editor,
While the cost of college
education continues to encounter inflation there is not
an indicative measure that
predicts its effect on years to
come. Just at Eastern Washington University room and
board is 50% of the tuition.
The average cost of living on
campus ranges from $9,000
and above quarterly for the
middle of the line plan. This
is not including fees and other expenses such as activities
fees and laundry fees just to
name a few. According to
Eastern Washington University‘s website (2014-2015
Room and Board Rates), our
housing expenses here are
about the same as other Uni-

versities in Washington State.
Though tuition here at EWU,
is less than most, the expenses of living on campus are
not exactly competitive.
There are ways that current and future students can
help themselves, while also
receiving help from the University through these tough
college years. For students,
becoming a Community
Advisor for incoming freshman and living in the dorms
is something students can
do to get free living for the
year. We acknowledge that
this not a possible solution
for all students, and where
does that leave the Freshman required to stay on
campus? To help this situ-

ation, another solution is to
petition the Eastern Washington University Housing
Board to change the rules
that require freshman to
stay in dorms to being able
to live in specific apartments in Cheney. It is a
possibility if students can
provide proof of a steady
income and commit to a
nine month lease coinciding with the school year. It
would also help cost drastically, if the meal plans were
an option and not a requirement for students staying
on campus.
We do realize that petitioning the Housing Board
and succeeding in the new
rules would offer conse-

Serving the EWU community since 1916

quences, one being that in
the long run Eastern Washington University would
lose money.
However, more positives could arise for the University. One is that there
would be more appeal for
students to attend Eastern
Washington. It would give
students the freedom to
choose where they live for
the school year.

By Sarah H. Garza
Macy R. LaValley
Besser M. Rios
EWU Students

Response: “A” is for Annoyed: Straight Privilege Strikes Again
To The Editor:
The full acronym is LGBTQQAAI – it includes allies. We are lucky
enough to live on a diverse campus.
In highly conservative areas, allies
are marginalized. People assume
that if you are an ally, you must be
gay, and allies are bullied and ostracized. True, it is foolish to assume
that allies have the same experiences as, say, a lesbian. At the same

time, it is foolish to assume that a
lesbian has the same experiences as
a transgender man. I am not an ally,
but The Easterner‘s recent article on
Ally Week left me greatly offended.
By assuming that you know what an
ally experiences, you are practicing
the very behavior that you reject. A
community is just that: a community. A group of people who embrace
and stand with one another in spite

of their differences. Please do not
focus on what makes us different
from one another. That is the very
attitude that makes us have to fight
for equal rights in the first place.
Thank you for your time.
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By ‘Concerned Queer Student’
EWU Student

Eastern Graduating classes from 1960s thank students for smiles and friendliness
We would like to commend the students of Eastern Washington University for their “smiles,” “friendliness,” and
“willingness to assist those of us needing directions.”
The weekend of Oct. 17 and 18 there were approximatley 80 of us “old timers” back on campus for our 50th year
reunion.
It was commented by many of how the campus has grown and changed so much in the past 50 years, but yet, how
the atmosphere on campus, displayed by the students smiles and courtesies was so much the same.
On behalf of all who attended from the graduating classes of 1963-64 and 65, thanks to the current students for
making us feel welcome.

By David Manley
EWU Alumnus

Editorial policy
We encourage the EWU
community to submit letters and
opinion pieces that conform to
the requirements listed above.
Opinion articles and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect
the views and opinions of The
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@EasternerOnline - What racial issues are you seeing in relation to the shootings in Missouri? • Share your opinion with us.

Department
recognizes
environmental
destabilization
By Larry Ty Holmes
opinion editor
The Department of
Defense (DoD) released
the 2014 Climate Change
Adaptation Roadmap in
June. In it, they admitted
that the government needs
to be taking action to secure
national interests. These interests span from securing
transportation to preventing terrorism.
This “roadmap” is
redundant by repeating
the need to recognize and
act on threats from climate
change so that military
installations and operations aren’t hindered. They
admit that there is a need
to help local governments
and instability in other
countries, but this roadmap
is heavily pushing government agendas.
This year, 2014, the
DoD has already started
rebuilding and altering
military infrastructure in
preparation. The roadmap
states that in 20 to 50 years,
the sea level alone will be
a serious threat, as well as
extreme weather.
This document has a serious air of the effects that
the climate poses. The DoD
itself is seriously studying
climate change to decide on
precautionary steps. With
this, it’s hard to understand
why conservatives continue
to deny the facts.
Another parallel is how
scary it is for the government to already be making
and changing plans for
future resiliency. This is
something out of “World
War Z” or “The Last of Us”
where the government has
taken steps to secure the
military and government
to resist incredible global
pressures.
How does someone
react to this? What should
individuals start doing to
prepare themselves for
what there is to come in the
next 20 years? What will
come in the next 20 years?
While there might not
be a need to make your
own “bug-out-bag” to survive a possible breakdown
of government, it is the
time for everyone to pull
their civil and moral obligations in securing a stable,
global future for ourselves
and others.
Last May, House
Republicans denied the severity of climate change by
voting 227 to 189 in favor of
an amendment to prevent
the DoD from using their
own funding to prepare for
rising sea levels.
There needs to be a call
for our Congress to admit
that we are affecting the
climate and it needs to
change soon.
Opinion articles and letters to the
editor do not necessarily reflect
the views and opinions of The
Easterner, its staff members or
Eastern Washington University.

Ebola virus striking pointless fear in America
By Jasmine Ari Kemp
news editor

I first heard about Ebola in 2009
when I contracted swine flu. My
friend was sitting with me in our
hotel room and he casually said,
“At least it’s not
something bad
like Ebola.”
It sparked
my
interest
because at the
time I couldn‘t
imagine what
was
worse
than a 103-degree temperaKemp
ture and uncontrollable dizziness. So I did
some digging for information
and yeah, I can definitely say I
don’t ever want to get Ebola.
Despite the outbreak in West
Africa and knowing how intercon-

nected our global population is,
I’m still more worried about getting swine flu again or even catching that cold that’s sweeping across
campus.
Unfortunately, the Salem
witch trials are happening again,
but instead of witchcraft, a wormlike virus is causing preposterous
mass hysteria and the media is
perpetuating it.
I’m constantly bombarded with
photos and press releases about the
virus: more people in Africa are dying, the CDC screwed up over letting an at-risk nurse fly on a plane
and our protective gear might not be
as good as we were led to believe. I
see hardly anything about what the
virus actually is, how population
growth in Africa correlates to the
new outbreaks and how one, in the
most precise and accurate manner,
contracts Ebola.
Ebola’s early symptoms mimic

the common cold. But unlike the
common cold, Ebola is caught from
touching bodily fluids from someone who shows the symptoms.
At this point, I am pretty safe to
say that no one on campus has manhandled a person that came from
the affected areas of West Africa, let
alone in Spokane.
Worry more about manhandling
a friend‘s coffee, because mononucleosis is just as horrible as the flu.
In fact, stressing out over Ebola
is nonsense.
My aunt works in housekeeping
at Sacred Heart Medical Center in
Spokane, she regularly sees her share
of gore in those emergency rooms. I
live with a person who deals with
body fluids on a regular basis, yet I
don’t think twice about this virus.
Of course I’m aware of it, but
why live in fear?
If I follow this logic, then everyone should be detrimentally ill in

fear over getting cancer. While the
CDC estimates over 8,000 cases of
Ebola in West Africa, the National
Cancer Institute estimates over 1.5
million new cases of cancer in 2014
in the United States.
The last time I was terrified
about getting the disease was when
I was five years old and learned
that my zodiac sign was Cancer.
Yet with cancer, the media focuses on research. What harm
would it cause to focus on research that’s happened since the
1970s for Ebola? People rely on
hope and progress; I think in such
a bleak situation, the media should
stop mindlessly following Ebola
victims like they‘re stars of their
own reality shows.
As of now, Ebola is the wicked
witch. Society needs their Dorothy.
I’m tired of sitting and watching
people freak out because someone
sneezed.

“White America” ignorance ignites Missouri race issues
By Samuel Deal
sports editor
This opinion article is in response to Tanner
Streicher's “Protests in Missouri unfair to local
businesses” piece published in Issue 4.
I would like to preface
this column by saying that
I am a 23-year-old white
male who writes sports, and
while I grew up in innercity Chicago and Seattle, I
in no way can ever fully understand the perception of
police overreach and white
privilege within the African-American community.
Deal
I would prefer not to publish my opinions on an issue that I cannot fully
understand, but when a young, white coworker
published an opinion about the recent unrest in
Missouri, I felt I must respond.
Unfortunately, the article was just another example of why racial issues are so misunderstood in
this society; white America just doesn’t get it.
The writer’s use of language was blatantly ig-

norant, clearly uninformed and lacking factual
information which would have at least attempted
to support his flawed arguments. In fact, multiple
claims were made which lacked any attribution
and I’ve found to be easily discredited.
The opinion of the writer was that store owners
were suffering and that this issue shouldn’t have
been made about race, yet he revealed his unattributed assumption that businesses were also mainly
white owned.
“Local businesses mainly owned by white
Americans do not deserve to be burned out
and their property destroyed because the
African-American community feels they are
being wronged.”
In fact, 21 percent of businesses in St. Louis area
are African-American owned, according to a 2007
U.S. Census Bureau survey.
Affirmative action also reared its head when
it was stated that African-American people have
been treated very well “or even better in most cases” during the last 20 years.
This isn’t the first — and won’t be the last —
time I have heard this assertion from people in my
own racial designation. As sad as it is, I have heard
members of my own family state the very same.

Every time I wonder, “Where on earth do they
get these perceptions and how can you rationally
assume that 400 years of oppression goes away in
the span of 50 years?”
Never before has anyone making that assertion
stated one fact that proves systematic oppression
is over with or being reversed onto white people.
That’s because, at this point, you can’t.
I found fundamental flaws with most of the
points made, but ultimately it was depressing. To
have the audacity to publish his personal opinions
when they were clearly uneducated and blatantly
ignorant is appalling.
The fact that the article was published without
being forced to revise the statements of fact, which
were truly just ignorant opinions, is horrendous.
Every person has the right to an opinion and as
members of the staff at The Easterner, we have the
right to disseminate those opinions to campus in
this form. However, when zero effort is made to
support your assumptions of an entire race of people with actual data, you no longer should have the
right to share in this format which represents the
entire campus.

letters to the editor
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Views on Ferguson protests from the racial-conscious perspective

Have you ever known anyone that’s been shot by police
enforcement or even seen the
excessive force too often done to
innocent people? This sense of
power that has indefinitely been
given to the white man since the
early days is due to colonization
and practiced through imperialism into the 21st century. The
same power to conquer and oppress countless races and countries as well as destroying rich
histories. Nobody takes that into
account.
The shooting of Michael
Brown and most recently
Vonderrit Deondre Meyers have
triggered a protest amongst the
people versus Missouri and the
police department, as they have
the right to do. You see, here
marks a historical moment because the people, which the majority is people of color, who are
fighting back against the injustice
of the world and more specifically in Ferguson, Missouri, where
the idea of race and doing race is
all too often seen.
A lot of people think,
“We’re over race.” As a Hispanic and seeing friends of color live in a place like Cheney
and Spokane, you do see the
difference of how race still
makes a difference. We are not
over race, we are barely begin-

ning to open up to talk about
this problem.
I’m outraged at the fact that
this was sent in to The Easterner
and was pre-reviewed by the editors and was still approved and
sent out to print. What does this
say about our press at Eastern
Washington University? Is the
racial-blind views of Art Director Tanner Streicher the same as
most whites here? The only argument was taking the capitalist
stance to white America’s rescue. This mainly entails that the
white man’s lives and money is
more important than two black
male’s lives. Is this the ideology
that institutionalized racism has
taught people? There have been
countless murders against black
men again and again. More so,
the question is: How can we, as
citizens, support the people and,
for a start, begin to seriously take
into account the injustices done
to people of color?
Perhaps this is a start to a
long needed revolution to finally
confront the idea of race and the
institutionalized racism that this
country has held on to so tightly
to in order to keep whites separated and continue to give whites
more privileges and opportunities in health care, schools, jobs
and respect overall in the U.S.
Streicher continues to say

in his opinion piece, “In reality
[African-Americans] are treated
the same – or even better in most
cases – as white Americans. In
the past 20 years, African-American’s have been treated very
well in the United States.” My
question for him is: How is being
shot by law enforcement with no
signs of them having a gun being treated well? Or more so the
missed opportunities because the
color of the skin is not white. This
opinion piece only magnifies the
real divide in the United States
of those who feel negatively towards protests against the unjust Missouri Police Department,
those who are protesting and
those that are just complacent.
The real problem is here in
the United States. Too many
young lives have already been
taken and in the sake of justice,
but in reality because of power
and hate, this privilege that has
been given to whites to oppress
and regulate people of color.
This has got to come to
an end by shedding light on
racial issues and creating a
change in our schools, justice
system and health care. Open
your eyes people. It’s time for
a change in our America.

By Zenaida Beltran
EWU Student
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Easterner Asks: What would you do if our Federal Government collapsed?
“I would
rebuild the
government to
make it better
than it was.”

“I think people
could manage
themselves
if something
happened.”

“Escape to my lake
cabin with my
family and hide.”

“Meet my family
and live selfsufficient lives.”

Allen Reese
Freshman

Shelby Woycheshin
Freshman

Monica Fredericks
Senior

Joey Penchoen
Senior
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Golfers come out strong after losing at Invitational
By Mike Hantho
staff writer
EWU’s golf team competed in the Pat Lesser
Harbottle Invitational on
Oct. 13 and 14 at the Tacoma Country and Golf Club
in Tacoma, Washington.
According to goeags.
com, EWU’s golf team ended with a total score of 972
(330-322-320), placing 12th
out of 13 schools.
Brenda Howe, head
coach of the golf team, said
this week for golf was rough
and was a time of great
emotional adversity.
Howe also said “isolation” from other players
may have damaged the
team’s ability to play golf.
“With golf, the team
does not interact with each
other while they are competing,” said Howe.
“They are paired with
other players from other
teams and do not play with
any teammates,” she said.
”So it’s a lot different for us in
regard to ‘feeding off’ of and
interacting with each other.
The girls don’t know how a
single player is doing or even
know how the team is faring
until the end of the round.”
Marissa Borja, a sophomore golfer on the travel
team for EWU, also commented on the frustrations
faced at the Pat Lesser Harbottle Invitational. She said

that despite her golf experience, this course was very difficult to get a good shot.
“During the practice
round, I felt confident and
was hitting it well around
the greens,” said Borja.
“Come tournament day, I
was off to a good start, but
I found myself making the
errant shots that could have
been avoided. Such as counting those double bogeys.”
Borja also said that this,
in turn, adversely affected
the team.
“We had a rough start
to our 36-hole day,” said
Borja. “It definitely was not
our best of rounds, but we
did put in a fight. Tacoma
Country and Golf Club is
a beautiful and challenging course, and you have
to play the right shots or
you will find trouble. On
a course like that, course
management is crucial.”
Maddie Dodge, a sophomore on the travel team,
expressed similar thoughts
about the course and how
it was a setback to both the
team’s skill and morale.
“Our team just wasn’t
able to figure out how to set
ourselves up off the tee,” said
Dodge. “I think that’s what
really hurt us. We gave it our
best effort as always, but it
just didn’t turn out as good
as we would have liked.”
Howe said after this
tournament,
there
is

Photo contributed by GoEags.com
Taylor Crandall contemplates her next stroke on the green at the Tacoma Country and Golf Club in Tacoma, Washington.

much work to be done
for improvement.
“I think it’s safe to
say we didn’t reach any
goals,” said Howe. “We
need to improve on our
focus and the mental aspect of the game. We had
too many hiccups this

week that cost us a lot of
unnecessary strokes. This
was a really tough course,
and it required constant
management as well as
execution of precise shots,
and the lack of precision
was definitely noticed
this week.”

Eastern’s golf team has
certainly faced a tough obstacle this last tournament, but
Borja said that despite the disappointing performance at
Pat Lesser Harbottle, the
team is still strong.
“Our team is capable of
great things,” said Borja.

New season, new coach for Eastern men’s tennis
Steve Clark begins first year at EWU and puts the FOCUS on success
By Elohino Theodore
senior reporter

California. Clark ultimately chose a
career in coaching instead of playing tennis professionally.
Steve Clark is currently coaching
His previous coaching positions inhis first season with Eastern and is clude working at Chapman University,
bringing more than 25 years of colle- Texas Tech University and University
giate athletic experience with him.
of California, Irvine. At his most recent
“I’ve been with the [team] for a job before Eastern, he was also the diabout a month and a half,” said Clark. rector of the Spokane Racquet Club.
“I feel we’ve gelled; I feel like I’ve
During his first coaching position
known them a long time.”
at Chapman University, Clark led
According to Clark, he is having the school to a No. 4 national rankan easy time fitting in and adjusting to ing. In 1992, he was hired by Texas
life at Eastern.
Tech where he earned an“The people here I find
other national ranking as a
“He
are extremely friendly and
head coach. Clark also led
inspires us the Red Raiders to a victory
help where they can, when
to become against top 15 University of
they can,” said Clark. “The
people in the athletic departTexas for the first time in 30
better
ment, I think they’re agreeing
in the 1990s.
players.” years
with the vision and the direcClark later coached at UC
tion that I want to go.”
Irvine where he led his team
Growing
up,
Clark
to national rankings in each
played a variety of sports
of his 14 seasons. He helped
including football, baseball
UC Irvine win two Big West
EWU junior
and basketball. He started
Conference titles and earned
playing tennis at 13 years
bids to the NCAA tournaold. He gravitated towards
ment seven times. Clark
tennis because of the unique skill has coached players who have had
level that the sport had.
high rankings nationally as well, and
“13 [years old] is relatively late,” many of his players also went on to
said Clark. “But, my athleticism and play professionally.
all of those other things were al“He loves the game [of tennis], he’s
ready developed.”
very competitive,” said redshirt junior
In Clark’s senior year of college, Eduardo Martinez. “He inspires us to
he was an All-American tennis player become better players.”
and No. 2 in the country.
According to sophomore Luke
“I wanted to play pro, and while Ness, Clark knows when to turn his
I was doing that, I ended up coaching competitive spirit on and off.
at my alma mater as an assistant, and
“On the court, [Clark] can be a pretI just loved it,” said Clark. He was one ty serious guy; he’s all about tennis,”
of the youngest head coaches in the said sophomore Luke Ness. “But off
NCAA when he started working at the court, he can joke around a little bit
Chapman University in Orange, and he can be your friend. If you get

Eduardo
Martinez
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to know him, he’s a really great guy.”
As head coach at Eastern this year,
Clark has his players learning a new
philosophy, FOCUS, which stands for
Fundamentals, Opportunities, Conditioning, Unity and Success.
Clark said it is important for his
players to practice the fundamentals
of the game to avoid opponents exploiting their weaknesses on the court.
He also mentioned that opportunity is
another goal where he wants his team
to play in competitive tournaments
and matches.
For conditioning, Clark wants his
team to be in better shape than their
opponents. Unity comes into play
where he wants his players to have
good chemistry with each other.
The last aspect of his FOCUS philosophy is success where he said that
if all four mindsets are applied, success will take place.
“Each one of those is a goal,” said
Clark. “But ultimately, my goal is I
want to win conference, and I think
it’s reasonable.”
So far, Clarke has taught his players important lessons in the early stages of the season.
“I guess the most important thing
is having the belief in yourself that you
can win any match,” said Ness. “Even
if the guy is better than you, you still
have the ability to stick to your own
strengths and you can win no matter
what the circumstances are.”
This season, Clark has EWU men’s
tennis working together as one unit.
“This year, it has been really nice to
actually have team unity and common
goals that [we are] working towards,”
said Martinez. “So I think that’s a big
part of what he has taught us.”

Having a Halloween party?
Advertise Here!

Contact Renee at
advertising@ewu.edu
for more details.

“We are all great players
and we all know of the
talent that we are capable
of. What we need to do is
focus on how we react to
those tough situations we
are put in and that will
make us even stronger
players all around.”

Lindy’s Magazine
names Harvey
Preseason MVP
By Brandon Cline
contributing writer

“His game has definitely grown and has
expanded it into differJunior guard and ent kinds of areas. Every
2013 first team bas- great team needs a player
ketball
All-Big
Sky like him: A guy that can
selection
go off for 30-35 points,
Tyler
because then the defense
Harvey
will focus on him, and
is lookit opens up other guys
ing to
around him.”
build
A native of Torrance,
off of a
California, Harvey goes
strong
home for four weeks in
sophoHarvey the summer, working
m o r e
with personal trainers
campaign where he led and putting up shots in
the conference in scoring. the gym.
Harvey was voted as
“You have got to stay
the Big Sky’s Preseason in the gym. There is really
MVP by Lindy’s Maga- no off time in the sumzine, which polls cor- mer,” he said.
respondents from each
Even after a season
team in the conference.
where he averaged 21.8
Harvey, one of the points per game while
co-captains on this year’s shooting over 40 percent
squad, said he wants to from both the field and
lead the Eagles to the beyond the 3-point line,
regular season cham- Harvey is quick to point
pionship and eventu- out where his game
ally into the NCAA Divi- needs improvement.
sion I Men’s Basketball
“I want to work on
Championship.
my leadership, definitely.
“It’s humbling to That has been my main
get that kind of recog- focus this offseason, esnition from different pecially with all the new
people around. But, guys in. So definitely be
you know,
more of a voI really try
cal leader out
“My main
and not pay
there, and deffocus at the
any
atteninitely pick up
end of the
tion to that
our defense,”
day is to win said Harvey.
stuff.
My
main focus
A l o n g
and get our
at the end of team to March with
havthe day is to
ing
Harvey
Madness;
win and get
pegged
as
that’s the
our team to
the Big Sky
March MadPreseason
goal.”
ness; that’s
MVP, Lindy’s
the
goal,”
Magazine
said Harvey.
also
chose
Senior
the
Eagles
to
EWU junior
guard Parker
win the Big
Kelly, a felSky, meanlow co-captain who ing they would host
came in as a freshman the Big Sky Conference
with Harvey in 2011, Tournament.
noticed that he could be
“It would be nice to
special right away.
win it and host the tour“I knew from day nament in Cheney, that
one, when I came in as a would be like a dream.
freshman with Tyler, that I know a lot of other
he had a very distinctive conferences that host
skillset. He has a knack it at neutral sites, but
for making very tough to have that advantage
shots, and he makes them definitely is an advanlook like they are easy,” tage if you can finish
said Kelly.
first,” said Harvey.

Tyler Harvey
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Cross-country competes in Inland Empire classic, ISU Pre-Nationals
By Elohino Theodore
senior reporter
The EWU cross-country team
traveled to Lewiston, Idaho, and
Terre Haute, Indiana, to compete in
the Inland Empire Classic and the
ISU Pre-Nationals on Oct. 18.
“Pre-Nationals ended up turning out really well for us,” head
cross-country coach Chris Zeller
said. “The big thing is learning how
to run as a team in that big of a race
in terms of the numbers of people.
It’s hard to keep contact with your
own teammates [because] there’s so
many people.”
Eastern’s top six male and female cross-country athletes competed at the ISU Pre-Nationals.
Eastern’s six male representatives
were senior Chris Schroll, junior
Vince Hamilton and sophomores
Alex Kimsey, Stephen Bottoms,
Isaac Kitzan and Austin Oser.
The ISU Pre-Nationals women’s top six were juniors Berenice
Penaloza, Katie Mahoney, Emily Hazen and Mayra Chavez and
sophomores Sarah Reiter and Paula
Gil-Echevarria.
The women’s team placed sixth
out of 33 with 252 points. Reiter was
among one of the highlights; she
placed fourth in the women’s 6,000
meter race with a time of 21:42.0.
Penaloza finished in 22nd place
with a time of 22:14.6. Mahoney
placed 34th with a time of 22:31.2.
“It was our first [6,000 meter
race] this season so that was exciting,” Reiter said. “It was good to

have lots of good competition. I
felt a lot stronger compared to last
year.”
Paula Gil-Echevarria came in
58th place with a time of 23:01.2.
Chavez finished in 137th place with
a time of 23:54.6. Hazen had a time
of 24:39.5 with a 176th-place finish.
The men’s team placed seventh in the Pre-Nationals with 233
points. Kimsey finished in 18th
place in the men’s 8,000 meter race
at a time of 25:28.4. Hamilton had
a 21st-place finish with a time of
25:31.9, and Bottoms came in 35th
place, clocking in at 25:53.8.
Kimsey shared his experience
at the Pre-Nationals. “It was fun, it
was worth making the trip down
there,” said Kimsey. “It was a great
experience.”
“Just seeing all the big schools
ranked in the top 10 nationally and
regionally, just being in the same
race and competing with those
guys is a great experience,” said
Kimsey.
Kitzan ended the race at a time
of 26:16.8 placing 70th. Schroll came
in 100th place with a time of 26:35.2.
Oser finished with a time of 26:35.3,
placing 101st.
The rest of the team traveled to
Idaho to compete in the Inland Empire Classic hosted by Lewis-Clark
State College. Eastern competed
alongside schools such as the University of Montana, the University
of Idaho, Washington State University and Gonzaga University.
“Down in Lewiston, a lot of people had [personal records],” said
Zeller. “They ran really well, not

Photo contributed by GoEags.com

Sarah Reiter, EWU sophomore, racing at the ISU Pre-Nationals on Oct. 18.

having the top end runners there
with them, sometimes it just creates
opportunities for some of them to
step up.”
The women’s team placed fifth
with 141 points, while the men’s
team could not place due to the lack
of athletes finishing the race. Sophomore Katie Lynch came in 63rd
place with a time of 19:01; she was
the top performer for the women’s
team.
Eastern’s other female athletes
at the Inland Empire Classic included junior Brittney Swanson

who finished in 89th place with
a time of 20:10. Junior Cynthia
Guzman came in at 95th place with
a time of 20:29. Sophomore Michaela Chucka was right behind her
with the same time, she came in at
96th place. Senior Danie Moon finished with a time of 21:00 and came
in at 106th place.
The men’s top performer was
senior Aaron Brenton who came
in 58th place with a time of 25:52.
Eastern’s other Inland Empire Classic male athletes were freshman
Nik Taylor who finished in 65th

place at a time of 26:13. Freshman
Austen Frostad came in 108th place;
his time was not recorded.
Zeller explained his team’s
current condition going into the
conference championships. “I definitely saw some improvements,”
said Zeller. “We’re always a really
aerobically fit team. By this point in
the year you want to see kids getting sharper.”
The cross country team will be
competing at the Big Sky Conference Championships on Nov. 1 in
Grand Forks, North Dakota.

FOOTBALL:

CONTINUED FROM FRONT

Photo by Anna Mills
Defensive linemen Zachary Johnson (40), linebacker Jordan Talley (20), and defensive back Tevin McDonald (7) come together for a successful tackle.

Photo by Anna Mills
ROTC Color Guard tends to the American flag pre-game.

Photo by Anna Mills
Shaq Hill positions against Colorado Bears.

Moore would punch in
the next run for an Eagles’
score putting the team
up, 26-10.
The trickery on offense
was complemented by the
second consecutive week of
strong defensive play from
the Eagles.
The unit recorded seven
total sacks and for the third
game in a row blocked a
punt, putting the offense in
a position to score.
“We came together, we
got after the quarterback.
They would make a play; we
would come back and make
a play. That is what I love so
much, we made plays and
got the stops that we needed,” said defensive lineman
Dylan Zylstra.
All the deception and
big plays on defense put the
Eagles in a great position to
win the game, but with two
minutes remaining, down
by only eight points, UNC
was driving down the field.
The team needed one
more stop and the defense
came through as it had
all game.
Redshirt Freshman Victor Gamboa picked off a
pass, sealing the game for the
Eagles. It was the third pass
he has intercepted in the last
two weeks.
“We played, honestly,
fantastic. Yesterday Ronnie [Hamlin] said ‘play as
a brotherhood.’ We felt that
was the one thing we were
missing this year and I feel
like we really came out and
did that today. It gave us
a lot of confidence in ourselves,” said Gamboa.

Scholar-athletes of the month: Brown and Reiter
By Mike Hantho
staff writer

EWU students senior Mario Brown and
sophomore Sarah Reiter have been awarded the Scholar-Athlete of
the Month award.
Reiter said she was
very surprised to hear that
she had won the award.
“Honestly, my friend
texted me that I won Student-Athlete of the Month,
and I was like, ‘What?’ I
Reiter
really was just, surprised,”
said Reiter. “But I was also happy.”
Reiter also said it was because of a noticeable improvement in her running that
she received receive this award.
“Last year was my first year at Eastern,”
said Reiter. “I improved a lot by getting bet-

ter times, placing higher and becoming more
physically fit.”
One of Reiter’s goals for this year is to place
in the top 10 at the conference meet in North
Dakota. According to Reiter, it is the biggest
conference tournament of the year and it is
where all the schools in the Big Sky League
come together to compete.
“I would like to publicly thank coach
[Chris] Zeller,” said Reiter. “He helped me
out a lot in cross-country and helped me see
running as fun. I would also like to thank the
team for motivation and support.”
Zeller said Reiter won this award because
she had great work ethic and is doing well in
both the classroom and on the track.
Zeller added that Reiter is certainly
a leader, which positively reflects on the
rest of the team members who to strive
for such a feat.
“She is a truly deserving person,” said

Zeller. “Not only is she super gifted athletically and academically, she is a likeable person.
She is exactly the type of person that you are
excited to see.”
Brown said he felt amazement when he
was told he had received
the award.
“It surprised me,” said
Brown. “I didn’t know
how the award selection
process worked, but I’ve
always been one to stick
to the books … I know
that you can’t just be
Brown
smart in the classroom,
you also have to be smart out on the field
and vice versa.”
Brown also said coach Beau Baldwin is a
great coach and that an athlete’s abilities on
the football team start with Baldwin.
“He just creates a good vibe for all of us to

play the game, and it goes to show that hard
work pays off and to keep working,” said
Brown. “I try to get better on and off the field
day by day.”
Baldwin said Brown is an example of what
the football program is trying to represent
from Eastern’s athletic programs.
“He is the epitome of what you want
in a student athlete,” said Baldwin. “He
has played for all five years. … He does
the right things in the weight room, and
most importantly, he has consistently
done the right thing in the classroom.
He’s the total package.”
Brown said he thanks his family, friends,
football team members, the other football
coaches and his professors. “It feels good
to be a part of the team here at Eastern …
every year, no matter who stays or who
goes, it’s always a feeling of a brotherhood.
That’s what I love about the team.”

